Assignment # 1 – Psychological Contracts & Learning Styles

Assignment formatting instructions:

Part I – Group Experiences and the Psychological Contract
A.  Concrete Experience
Think back on a time when a social / group / team experience did not work out as well as you thought it would (or hoped it would).
Objectively describe the experience (who, what, when, where, how)  	After about 6 weeks of having a new manager, at a retail store I worked at, my district manager called upon all employees for an assimilation meeting. This meeting was intended to welcome the new manager and vocalize current concerns. Our district manager was present in order to keep the conversation positive and transitional. There had currently been all types of different problems at our store. Individuals were worried about their schedules, labor, and if our new manager was committed. Needless to say, most employees were not happy with the lack of effort the new manager was putting in. 
	Although I have encountered new managers, I have never engaged in this type of meeting before. Usually, we have store meetings to discuss issues and it is very informal.  Pizza is ordered and we all laugh and discuss concerns with ease. With the presence of our district manager, whom we did not know very well, it had a different and much more serious tone. We started by bringing up some issues around the store such as, the lack of motivation, specific procedure errors and customer issues. 	
	Eventually, we were questioned on our managers performance. It was tense, but moving along nicely until one of my coworkers said that it was, “Obvious she [our store manager] didn’t want to be here and she should be fired.” It was a blunt statement, yes, but what stirred the conversation most was the reaction from my district manager. She flailed her hands in the air and said, “This is enough, you all are acting disrespectfully and this meeting is over!” The meeting was indeed over, and everyone except our bosses congregated in the parking lot to complain about what they had just witnessed. Her actions left no resolution to the current issues surrounding our store. It added more questions and uncertainty instead of instilling hope and implementing change. 
	The person who sets the tone, or leads a group, is entirely responsible for how the task is carried out. We are all human, and we act instinctually, but in a professional setting we should withhold responsive reactions that offset the productivity. Without analyzing the situation or gathering her thoughts, the district manager, reacted in an unprofessional manner and added to the chaos. There was no opportunity for my manager to defend herself because my district manager did not mediate affectively. 

Subjectively describe your feelings, perceptions, and thoughts that occurred during (not after) the experience.  What did others seem to be feeling?  	We did not know our district manager well, and whenever she did come into our store she only had negative things to say. It may have been constructive, but it was clear her communication skills were not in the warmest manner. She had a reputation for being rigid and particular about how stores should be run. She was not personable and did not engage in friendly conversations; it was always strictly business. It was clear that the little relationship we did have with our district manager was effecting the entire tone of the meeting, and this began before the meeting even started. 
	Unlike other meetings, no one was laughing or conversing before the meeting began. We sat quietly waiting for direction. Others seemed to be feeling tense and uneasy. This only became more prominent as the conversations continued. There was a constant lack of eye contact, which is uncommon because most of the employees know one another very well. It was as if they were defending themselves, while trying to explain concerns. There was a dreary energy over the room, and everyone was hesitant to speak. Some were worried that they would be scolded if their concepts and theories were turned down. 

B.  Reflective Observation
Looking back at the experience, what were the perspectives of the key actors (including you?) 	District Manager: It was clear that she had a stigma toward our group as soon as she came in the door for the meeting. She was not friendly to any individuals sitting around her. Her pen in hand as she wrote notes before the meeting, entirely unsocial. She had already heard about issues from our manager, and whether if the information was biased or unbiased, she already had the opinion formulated that we were ganging up on my manager. This is what led me to believe prompted her reaction to cancel the meeting. If she was listening to the context of our conversations before we got to the subject of our manager, she would have realized how dedicated we were to our store, our goals and our customers. However, she only was focused on the personal, petty opinions of one or two individuals and assuming they were speaking on behalf of everyone else. 

	Store Manager: Unlike other coworkers, I had a great personal relationship with my manager. She was not the best at enforcing standards and she could not write a clear schedule. Yet, I was able to see past that and develop an affective relationship. In fact, she was the only manager to give me a promotion. Because of our relationship, we talked about the meeting a few days after. 
	My manager expressed how she was grateful that district manager stood up for her to the employees. It was somewhat comforting to know that she had our district manager’s support. Although she was happy that the district manager believed she was a successful manager, she also was upset that she was not given the opportunity to speak her thoughts. Some of the issues acknowledged in the store meeting were in her capability to change, but the opinions of others would have to take much more time to heal. 

	My Thoughts: I thought the whole meeting was very unprofessional. There was no mediation from my district manager throughout. Instead of critically analyzing why individuals felt the way they did, assumptions were made and actions were based on them. The conclusion left the context of the meeting meaningless. I was an active participant in the meeting and felt misunderstood and judged by my district manager. I chose my words very carefully in work settings and felt my ideas were beneficial and respectful. Although my concepts were acknowledged, they were never put into action because of the overall unclarity at the meeting. I felt confused and angry, but I knew that I would have to look beyond those feelings and keep working. I did not let the frustrations affect me because I know that time helps resolve emotional situations.   

Why did the people involved (including you) behave as they did? 	How the individuals reacted the way they did, had much to do with their perceptions of the situation. The district manager perceived the situation as an opportunity for employees to lash out at my manager. She was not able to see past the emotional aspect of the conversation and her behaviors were trigged by her feelings. 
	My manager reacted in silence because of her disbelief, as did I. I was outspoken before the district manager’s outburst, but after, I just sat confused and wide-eyed. I sat quietly trying to understand the situation, while debating what my next action was. I imagine my manager felt similar, but with a heavy heart. I imagine she felt slightly like a failure because of her employees were so unhappy.  

C.  Abstract Conceptualization
Relate concepts/theories from the assigned readings and, if helpful, from other readings you’ve done for other classes, to the experience.  Please apply at least two concepts (and/or theories) and cite them properly.  
	One issue that was failing in our working situation was the lack of motivation. This motivation was lost because there was no incentive to do the work needed to be done. Our manager was not presenting ideas and plans for our store. We had no sense of direction and this left most employees feeling helpless and frustrated. 
	A motivation loss that effected our group strongly was social loafing. At the time of the meeting we were overstaffed and yet many daily tasks were not being completed. The text relates saying that, “Team performance increases with team size, but the rate of increase is negatively accelerated, such that the addition of new members to the team has demising returns on productivity,” (Thompson, Pg. 31). Even though we had an appropriate amount of staff, projects weren’t being completed because individuals expected others to accomplish them. 
	Another issue we came across with diminishing motivation was those who wanted a “free ride.” These individuals failed to complete basic tasks when repeatedly being asked. It’s possible that the free riders thought their effort was not worth the trouble because they did not see any incentive. Most commonly, free riders act the way the do because of, “Three reasons: diffusion of responsibility, a reduced sense of self-efficacy, and ‘sucker aversion.’” Whatever the reason was, other coworkers began feeling frustrations from the imbalance. I have witnessed that, “People are more in tolerate of free riders whom they perceive as out-group members and are more permissive of in-group members,”(Thompson, Pg. 33). If you are a likable free rider, you will be tolerated rather than scorned by coworkers. 
 
D.  Active Experimentation
What did you learn about psychological contracts from this experience?
	Before this chapter I had never thought about psychological contracts in an organizational setting. Upon analyzing, I realized how prominent this type of contract is. “When individuals join an organization, they form an unwritten, implicit, or (less frequently) explicit, psychological contract with the organization,” (Osland, Kolb & Rubin 2001, Pg. 5). Leaders engrave a belief into their followers minds, and when this agreement is broken, it leaves the follower feeling betrayed. 
	Although I often participate in psychological contracts, I never knew the term until our readings. It is a powerful aspect of leading individuals and it must be maintained in a professional and consistent manner. “Even though such expectations may never formally be stated, they do exist and they have a tangible impact not he relationship between employee and employer,” (Osland, Pg. 6). When an employee feel they have gone beyond their assigned tasks, they often feel like they deserve something extra. This varies by individual, whether he expects, “respectful treatment, challenging jobs, training that will help them develop and grow, and a share in the financial profits their increased performance levels have made possible.” (Osland, Pg. 6).   
What did you learn about yourself? What action steps will you take to be more effective in the future? 
	I learned that there are going to be situations completely out of my control. Even though this can make me feel anxious, I have taught myself to rationalize my feelings and control them. I used to get stressed about work and bring my bad attitude home with me. Although there were not many actions I could have taken in the situation of the meeting, I can look at it from the view of my district manager. If I were her, I would have taken a more effective approach by empathizing with the employees to find a common understanding. I would have given ample opportunity for individuals to speak there mind and found a resolution to the problem. Overall, I think the situation was a big misunderstanding, but because the conflict was not resolved, it was left as a misunderstanding.   
 Part II – Looking forward & developing a psychological contract for this class.

A.  What was your Learning Style Type?  Were you generally balanced or was there a general dominant style? Given that this course focuses on the nature of teams in the contemporary workplace, comment on your strengths and weaknesses with respect to working effectively in an organizational team environment  (see Exhibit 3.4, etc., in chapter 3).  Tell a story or two from your life that illustrates some connections between your learning style type and some of your past or current behaviors when working with others in an organizational or social context.
	My learning style varies by subject manner. I prefer visual learning with demonstrations, diagrams and videos. Learning in groups is another way I enjoy learning. Working with groups allows conversations about the topics and a more opportunity to clarify confusion. Lastly, I enjoy logic and reasoning. I was always successful at math classes, mostly because I loved how there was always a concrete correct answer.
	The learning style I struggle with the most is auditory. It’s often hard for me to retain information when I cannot delegate the pace. Whenever a teacher is lecturing, I often find it hard to follow without slides or notes. It is easiest to bring my computer because I’m able to type much faster than I write, so I can gather the most significant concepts. When I am reading, or seeing, I am able to process information much more efficiently than hearing.  
	I am a very pro-active manager. I enjoy making a slightly extra effort because I believe it does not go unnoticed. Consistency is a key to employee content. I love to write thank you notes and appreciation letters. This is just a small 1 to 2 sentence note acknowledging a coworker’s performance or effort. I truly believe small actions can make a big impact that people do not forget. This has shown effective in the years working with many different personality types. Although I may not spend time with all my coworkers willingly, I learn how they work and what motivates them. I strive at communicating with individuals during emotional situations by maintaining my composure.  
	One weakness that I have been told I have, is that I can expect too much of my workers. Although this trait can be a good one, it can put unnecessary stress on individuals. Additionally, if an individual feels they cannot complete the task in the timeframe I have asked, they may become unmotivated, or just refuse to do the task entirely. I have acknowledged this flaw and am trying to change it. I now take a little more time before I ask something of someone, and ask questions to verify how the employee is feeling that the requirements are fair.  
B. What are your personal goals for the course?  To increase self-awareness? To learn theories and concepts?  To fulfill a requirement?  To get a grade?  To apply learning in your job or life?  Some or all of these or something else?  	I look at this course as a possibility of endless opportunity. Initially, I signed up because it is required for my major. However, this is not to say that I am not excited to she how I progress during the course. The bare minimum I aim to get from this class is a good grade, but I am aiming to benefit my future business. I have always been interested in thought processes and development, so this analytical study allows me freedom in the subject. Although some content may be a review for me, I am always reanalyzing subject matter to find a meaning I may have missed originally. 
	I am always looking to increase self-awareness. This is a concept I have adopted for a while now and I attempt to apply it to every principle daily. I believe that there is no limit to our knowledge and that we should accept any opportunity to learn. After I went through some tragedies, I learned to appreciate anything from a blade of grass, to the Louvre in Paris. There is a world of science behind anything and everything and it is a shame to let it pass by. Similar to social processes in organizations, there are limitless personalities, circumstances and situations. It is impossible to learn them all, especially when their is never a concrete answer of how to handle such scenarios. The best we can do is analyze the situations and gain the knowledge we have accessible to us, and then apply it to our daily life lessons.  
How will what you have learned from your previous experiences with team projects (at work or school) help (or hinder) your effectiveness?  What are your resources / support mechanisms for this course?  What experiences, in or out of school, will help you perform well?    	I consider the most important skill to increase effectiveness to be communication. How something is said can directly effect the response to the request. Even though the tone has much to do with the meaning, misunderstandings still take place because of perception. It is up to the leader to clarify their orders respectfully and efficiently when a disagreement takes place. 
	Currently, I am a manger at a retail store. I am constantly dealing with experiences where I can apply current learnings. I am defining a structure and definition of my managing/leading style. Although the process will be ever-changing, this class is a helpful guide for future change and conflict. My employees are constantly changing, and I am always getting new personalities to work with. I am excited to apply the theories and concepts that I learn in this class to situations I come across daily.  
As you go through the course, what strategies can you use to help facilitate and enhance your own learning process?  Be sure to consider all four of the different learning styles, and suggest some approaches / strategies you could use to further enhance your level of success and/or bring balance to your experience?  	Whenever I am projecting a task, it is important to mold to all the learning styles. I often find that auditory learning is the most difficult for individuals to remember so I am a big fan of writing lists. This strategy helps minimize confusion and allows employees the freedom to choose their tasks. If a task is incomplete because of preference, a friendly and fair game of “rock, paper, scissors” is played and the loser has to complete the task. 
	I definitely try to lead by example. I think of my job as a stage or a performance. It is nothing like at home! I am trying to be a perfect example of how my employees should be approaching their jobs. I attempt award work performances by assisting others to develop into leaders. Always aiming for positivity is an irreplaceable trait that a leader can have. If employees feel appreciated and rewarded, they will continue to thrive. 
	I have established some basic ground rules that I expect employees and coworkers to follow. First and foremost, if you have a problem or issue, come talk to me. I absolutely hate hearing things through the grapevine and it is difficult to resolve an issue when you are the last to know about it. I am forthright with my employees and I make sure to vocalize that I expect the same. This is not always easy to enforce this type of communication for personality types like introverts.  	Another ground rule that I expect and highly enforce is equal respect among associates. I hold individuals accountable for their actions and their words. I do not put up with underlying tension or drama and I often act as a mediator when their are issues between coworkers. I commend myself in solving these types of situations because I have never left a conversation without a resolution. Often the misunderstandings are so simple that all they need is acknowledgement and clarification. This is easier said than done, but I find it to be a complicated, yet intriguing aspect of my job.   
You’ve already made a series of life decisions that led you to join this class.  Now, based on your thought processes associated with these prompts (and the nature of this course), craft a personal contract statement that includes your decision to participate in the course.   
	I aim to absorb all information attainable in order to effectively apply the criteria necessary to further my journey into successful leadership.  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